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We introduce a duality scheme for the problem of minimizing the difference of
Ž .two extended real-valued convex functions d.c. functions under finitely many d.c.
constraints in terms of the Legendre]Fenchel conjugates of the involved convex
functions. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide a duality theory associated with the
Žproblem of minimizing the difference of two convex functions that is, a
.d.c. function under finitely many d.c. constraints. The possible reduction
of such a problem to the case of only one d.c. constraint has been
w x Ž w xdiscussed by Lemaire and Volle in 4 see also 5 for a suitable general-
.ization . We will take here another way. Let us consider the general d.c.
programming problem
P minimize g x y h x for g x y h x F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
 4i g 1, . . . , m [ I ,m
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where g, h, g , h are extended real-valued convex functions on a reali i
Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space X. We adopt the con-
ventions
q‘ y q‘ s y‘ y y‘ s q‘ q y‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y‘ q q‘ s q‘ 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xand the related calculus rules 6 .
Assuming that the functions h , i g I , are subdifferentiable on thei m
Ž . Žfeasible set of P which does not require in fact the convexity of the h 'si
.on the whole space , we introduce a dual problem that is entirely ex-
pressed in terms of the Legendre]Fenchel conjugates of the data func-
tions. We first establish a weak duality relation without the convexity of
Ž .g, g , . . . , g Theorem 2.1 . In the case where these functions are convex1 m
and additional qualification conditions are satisfied, we obtain a zero
Ž .duality gap Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 . Neither these qualification conditions
nor the subdifferentiability of the h 's is necessary if one considers thei
Ž .problem Theorem 5.1
Q minimize g x y h x for g x y h x - 0, i g I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i m
Ž .When only one constraint occurs in Q , we recapture a result by Lemaire
w x Ž .and Volle 4, Theorem 3.1 . Several particular cases of problem P are
examined in Section 4.
2. WEAK DUALITY
As we have just said, the ingredients we need to build a duality theory
for the general d.c. programming problem are the well-known concepts of
w xsubdifferential and Legendre]Fenchel transform 1, 2, 9 . Let us recall
briefly these two notions. To each extended real-valued function f : X “ R
 4  4 Us R j y‘ j q‘ corresponds its Legendre]Fenchel transform f ,
defined on the topological dual X U of X by
U U ² U:f x s sup x , x y f xŽ . Ž .Ž .
xgX
U U Ž ² :for any x g X as usual, , is the bilinear pairing between X and
U .X . We denote by
dom f s x g X : f x - q‘ 4Ž .
the effective domain of f and say that f is subdifferentiable on the subset
A of X if f is finite-valued on A and if for each a g A there exists a
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U Ž .subgradient x g › f a ,
² U:f x y f a G x y a, x ,Ž . Ž .
U Ž .for all x g X. Recall that x g › f a iff
² U: U Ua, x s f a q f x , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
while the Fenchel's inequality
² U: U Ux , x F f x q f x 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
always holds.
In this section we just assume that the functions h , . . . , h are subdif-1 m
Ž . Ž .ferentiable on the feasible set F P of P :
 4F P s x g X : g x y h x F 0, ; i g I s g y h F 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Fi i m i i
1FiFm
Ž . Ž .Observe that F P may be empty we set inf B s q‘ and that, for the
moment, the extended real-valued functions g, h, g , h are not necessarilyi i
convex. We begin with a lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let g, h, g , h i g I be as abo¤e. Theni i m
U U ² U:F P s x g X : h x q g x y x , x F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .D i i i i
U U U UŽ . Ž .h x yg x F0i i i i
1FiFm
; i g I .4m
UŽ . Ž .Proof. Let x g F P and choose, for each i g I , x g › h x . Wem i i
Ž . Ž .thus have, using 2.1 and 2.2 ,
U U U U U U U² :h x y g x F h x y x , x q g x s g x y h x F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i i i
for each i g I , so that the inclusion ; is proved. Conversely, letm
U U U U Ž U . Ž . ² U:x , . . . , x g X , and let x g X be such that h x q g x y x, x F1 m i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 for all i g I . We cannot have h x s y‘ or g x s q‘, for h x sm i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q‘ we then have g x y h x F 0. Finally, for h x g R, 2.2 entailsi i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² U: U Ž U .g x y h x F g x y x, x q h x F 0, and the proof is complete.i i i i i i
As the biconjugate
UU ² U: U Uh x s sup x , x y h xŽ . Ž .Ž .
U Ux gdom h
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Ž . Ž Ž ..of h at x g X is less than or equal to h x see again 2.2 , taking Lemma
Ž . Ž .2.1 into account, one sees that the value ¤ P of P is less than or equal
to
² U: U Ub [ inf inf inf g x y x , x q h x : Ž . Ž .
U U U U U Ux gdom h Ž . Ž .h x yg x F0i i i i
1FiFm
U U ² U:h x q g x y x , x F 0, ; i g I .4Ž . Ž .i i i i m
Of course, we can give the details of the equality case:
Ž . UU Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. If h x s h x for all x g F P , then
b s ¤ P .Ž .
In what follows, the conventions we introduce below will be of particular
importance:
0 = q‘ s q‘, 0 = y‘ s 0. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
These conventions may be formulated in the equivalent form
0 f s ddom f
for any extended real-valued function f on X. Here d denotes thedom f
indicator function of dom f taking the value 0 on dom f and q‘ on
X _dom f.
Adopting these conventions, it is not difficult to observe
LEMMA 2.2. Let w, w , . . . , w be extended real-¤alued functions on X ;1 m
then
m
inf w x : w x F 0, ; i g I G sup inf w x q l w x , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi m i i½ 5m xgXlgR is1q
m  Ž . m 4where R s l s l , . . . , l g R : l G 0, ; i g I .q 1 m i m
Ž . UU Ž . Ž .Assuming that h x s h x for all x g F P , an easy consequence of
Lemma 2.2 is the inequality
m
U U U Ub G inf inf sup h x q l h xŽ . Ž .Ý i i iU U ½U U U U mx gdom h Ž . Ž .h x yg x F0 lgRi i i i is1q
1FiFm
Um m
U Uy g q l g x q l x .Ý Ýi i i i 5ž / ž /
is1 is1
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Now the Legendre]Fenchel conjugate of the sum g q Ým l g is classi-is1 i i
U Ž .U Ž .Ucally related with the infimal convolution g I l g I ??? I l g of1 1 m m
U Ž .U Ž .Uthe conjugate functions g , l g , . . . , l g by the relation1 1 m m
Um
U UUg q l g F g I l g I ??? I l g ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i 1 1 m mž /
is1
where
U UU Ug I l g I ??? I l g uŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 m m
m
U UU U U U U U[ inf g u q l g u q ??? q l g u : u s u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ý0 1 1 1 m m m j½ 5
js0
for all uU g X U.
We can state now the main result of this section, relating the value of
Ž .the d.c. program P to the Legendre]Fenchel conjugates of the data.
THEOREM 2.1. Let g, h, g , . . . , g , h , . . . , h be extended real-¤alued1 m 1 m
Ž . Ž .functions on X, with the h 's subdifferentiable on the feasible set F P of Pi
Ž . UU Ž . Ž .and h x s h x for all x g F P ; then
¤ P G inf inf sup supŽ .
U U U U U U mm mx gdom h Ž . Ž .h x yg x F0 lgRi i i i q U U U1FiFm u s x q l xj i iÝÝ
js0 is1
m m
UU U U U U U Uh x q l h x y g u q l g u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i 0 i i i½ 5ž /
is1 is1
3. STRONG DUALITY
From now on the extended real-valued functions g, g , . . . , g will be1 m
Ž . UU Ž .convex. We also assume that h x coincides with h x for any x feasible
Ž .for P and, as in the previous section, that the extended real-valued
Ž .functions h , . . . , h are subdifferentiable on the feasible set of P . The1 m
key tool we shall use is the following lemma, in which the conventions
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.1.1 , 2.3 , and the related calculus rules are crucial see also 4, 8 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let g, g , . . . , g be extended real-¤alued con¤ex functions1 m
on the real linear space X. Assume that the Slater condition
S ’ x g dom g : g x - 0, ; i g I ,Ž . Ž .1 i m
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mholds. Then there exists l g R s.t.q
m
inf g x : g x F 0, ; i g I s inf g x q l g x . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi m i i½ 5xgX is1
Proof. Set
a [ inf g x : g x F 0, ; i g I ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i m
m
b [ sup inf g x q l g x .Ž . Ž .Ý i i½ 5m xgXlgR is1q
From Lemma 2.2. we know that a G b.
Now if a s y‘ then b s y‘; therefore for any l g R m,q
m
a s y‘ F inf g x q l g x F b F a ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i½ 5xgX is1
and we are done.
Ž . Ž .From S observe that a F g x - q‘. It remains the case where1
a g R. Let us introduce the extended real-valued function ¤ defined on
R m by
¤ z s inf g x : g x F z , ; i g I 4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i m
Ž . m Ž .for any z s z , . . . , z g R recall that inf B s q‘ . Despite the fact1 m
that the convex functions g, g , . . . , g are allowed to take the values "‘,1 m
¤ remains convex and nonincreasing with respect to the product order on
m Ž . Ž .R . Moreover, by S there is « ) 0 s.t. g x F y« , ; i g I . Setting1 i m
mŽ .z s y « , . . . , « g R , this ensures that
R 2 a s ¤ 0 F ¤ z F ¤ z F g x - q‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xm w xmfor any z g y« , 0 . Therefore, ¤ is finite-valued on y« , 0 ; due to the
convexity of ¤ it follows that this function cannot take the value y‘;
Ž Ž . .hence ¤ is proper recall that ¤ 0 g R . In fact, as ¤ is nonincreasing, one
mŽ . Ž . w w Ž .has ¤ z F ¤ z - q‘ for any z g y« , q‘ , so that 0 g int dom ¤ . It
mfollows that ¤ is subdifferentiable at 0; there exists l g R s.t.
m² :¤ z y ¤ 0 G y l, z , ;z g R . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
m Ž .Let us prove that l g R . Let j g I and define the sequence in z inq m n n
m Ž . Ž .R by z s n if i s j, z s 0 if i / j; from S and 3.1 one hasn, i n, i 1
q‘ ) g x y ¤ 0 G ¤ z y ¤ 0 G ynl , ;n g N.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n j
Consequently, l G 0.j
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Ž .Observe now that 3.1 can be written as follows: for any x g X, any
z g R m,
m
g x F z , ; i g I « g x q l z G a . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i m i i
is1
m Ž . Ž .4We prove now that a F inf g x q Ý l g x . Let x g X. If therex g X is1 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is j g I , s.t. g x s q‘ or if g x s q‘, then by 1.1 , 2.3 one hasm j
mŽ . Ž . Ž .g x q Ý l g x s q‘. Assume now that g x - q‘ for all i g I ,is1 i i i m
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .g x - q‘, and let J s i g I : g x s y‘ . Define a sequence ym i n ng N
m Ž . Ž .in R by setting y s yn if i g J, y s g x if i g I _ J; thus g x Fn, i n, i i m i
Ž .y for any n g N, i g I . By 3.2 we then haven, i m
m
y‘ - a F g x q l y s g x q l g x y n l . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi n , i i i i
is1 igI _ J igJm
Assume that there exists j g J s.t. l ) 0. Passing to the limit when nj
Ž .tends to q‘ in 3.3 , one gets a contradiction. Therefore, l s 0 for alli
mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i g J, so that by 2.3 and 3.3 we have a F g x q Ý l g x . Finally,is1 i i
mthere exists l g R s.t.q
m
b F a F inf g x q l g x F b ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i½ 5xgX is1
and the proof is complete.
Remark 3.1. It appears in the proof that one can choose l s 0 if therei
Ž .is x g X s.t. g x s y‘.i
Remark 3.2. When X s R n and the convex functions g, g , . . . , g are1 m
w x Ž .proper, Theorem 28.2 of 9 says that S can be replaced by1
’ x g r.i. dom g : g x F 0,Ž . Ž .i
; i g I with g x - 0 for g nonaffine.Ž .m i i
To apply Lemma 3.1 to our purpose, let us return to Proposition 2.1. We
are led to the following assumption:
U U  U U 4S for each x , . . . , x g h y g F 0 there existsŽ . Ž . Ł1 m i i
1FiFm
U U U² :x g dom g s.t. g x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž .i i i i m
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Combining Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we thus obtain
THEOREM 3.1. Let g, g , . . . , g be extended real-¤alued con¤ex functions1 m
UUŽ . Ž . Ž .on X, h: X “ R such that h x s h x for any x feasible for P , and
Ž .h , . . . , h : X “ R subdifferentiable on the feasible set of P . Assume,1 m
Ž .moreo¤er, that S holds; then
m
U U U U¤ P s inf inf max h x q l h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i iU U ½U U U U mx gdom h Ž . Ž . lgRh x yg x F0 qi i i i is1
1FiFm
Um m
U Uy g q l g x q l x .Ý Ýi i i i 5ž / ž /
is1 is1
Remark 3.3. If there exists a g dom g l dom g l ??? l dom g ,1 m
Ž w x.where g , . . . , g are continuous, then see 71 m
Um m
U Uy g q l g x q l xÝ Ýi i i iž / ž /
is1 is1
UU U Us max y g u q l g u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 i i imm
U U Uu s x q l xj i iÝÝ
js0 is1
It should be recalled that the convex functions g, g , . . . , g are not1 m
necessarily proper.
Remark 3.4. The hypotheses concerning h, h , . . . , h in Theorem 3.11 m
are satisfied, of course, when h is convex, lower semicontinuous, and
Ž Ž ..proper on X or h ’ q‘ or h ’ y‘ that is, h g G X , and the h 's arei
convex, finite-valued, and continuous on X.
Ž .We next propose another decomposition of the feasible set F P of P.
To this aim define
mU U U U U U UV s x , . . . , x g X : › h x l ??? l › h x / B . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 m 1 1 m m
Ž .We thus have compare with Lemma 2.1
LEMMA 3.2.
U U ² U:F P s x g X : h x q g x y x , x F 0, ; i g I . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .D i i i i m
U UŽ .x , . . . , x gV1 m
Ž U U . U Ž U .Proof. Let x , . . . , x g V and x g X be s.t. for each i g I , h x1 m m i i
Ž . ² U: Ž . U Ž U .q g x y x, x F 0. From the Fenchel inequality yh x F h x yi i i i i
² U: Ž .x, x it follows that x g F P : inclusion > holds in Lemma 3.2.i
Ž . U Ž .Conversely, let x g F P ; for each i g I there is x g › h x , so thatm i i
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U Ž U . Ž U U . Ž .x g › h x . Thus x , . . . , x g V and, using the Fenchel equality 2.1 ,i i 1 m
U Ž U . Ž . ² U: Ž . Ž .we have h x q g x y x, x s g x y h x F 0 for each i g I :i i i i i i m
inclusion ; holds.
ŽAs an easy consequence of Lemma 3.2 we have compare with Proposi-
.tion 2.1
PROPOSITION 3.1.
² U: U U¤ P s inf inf g x y x , x q h x :Ž . Ž . Ž .
U U U UŽ .x , x , . . . , x gdom h =V1 m
U U ² U:h x q g x y x , x F 0, ; i g I .4Ž . Ž .i i i i m
According to Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, it is natural to introduce
the following Slater constraint qualification:
SX for each xU , . . . , xU g V there existsŽ . Ž .1 m
U U U² :x g dom g s.t. g x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž .0 i 0 0 i i i m
Ž .Remark 3.5. Assume that P is feasible. According to Lemma 3.2
Ž . Ž X. Ž Ž ..resp. Lemma 2.1 , assumption S resp. S entails the existence of
Ž . Ž .a g dom g such that g a y h a - 0 for all i g I .i i m
Remark 3.6. If dom g > Fm dom g , the condition x g dom g inis1 i 0
XŽ . Ž .S resp. x g dom g in S can be omitted.
Now we can state the following result, the proof of which is entirely
similar to that of Theorem 3.2:
THEOREM 3.2. Let g, g , . . . , g be extended real-¤alued con¤ex functions1 m
UUŽ . Ž . Ž .on X, h: X “ R such that h x s h x for any x feasible for P , and let
Ž .h , . . . , h : X “ R be subdifferentiable on the feasible set of P . Assume,1 m
Ž X .moreo¤er, that S holds; then
m
U U U U
m¤ P s inf max h x q l h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýlg R i i iq ½U U U UŽ .x , x , . . . , x gdom h =V1 m is1
Um m
U Uy g q l g x q l x .Ý Ýi i i i 5ž / ž /
is1 is1
Remark 3.7. Let us introduce the set
mU U U U U UV s x , . . . , x g X* : › h x F ??? F› h x F F P / f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 1 m 1 1 m m
Ž U U .One has of course V ; V and one can easily prove that each x , . . . , x0 1 m
g V satisfies0
hU xU y gU xU F 0 ; i g IŽ . Ž .i i i i m
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and
U U ² U:x g X : h x q g x y x , x F 0, ; i g I / f . 4Ž . Ž .i i i 1 i m
Ž . Ž U U .Therefore the constraint qualification S ; x , . . . , x g V ’ x g dom0 1 m 0 0
U Ž U . Ž . ² U: Ž .g : h x q g x y x , x - 0, ; i g T is less restrictive than S9i i i 0 0 i m
Ž Ž ..resp. S . On the other hand one has also
U U ² U:F P s x g X : h x q g x y x , x F 0, ; i g T 4Ž . Ž . Ž .D i i i i m
U UŽ .x , . . . , x gV1 m 0
xU , . . . , xU g VŽ .1 m 0
Ž .so that the statement of Theorem 3.2 remains true if one replaces S9 by
Ž .S and V by v in it.0 0
Remark 3.8. In the finite-dimensional case, when g, g , . . . , g are1 m
proper, assumptions S and SX can be modified by replacing dom g with r.i.
Ž .dom g and by replacing the strict inequalities corresponding to those i
for which g is affine with nonstrict ones, since in the proof of Theoremsi
w x3.1 and 3.2 one can use Theorem 28.2 of 9 .
4. PARTICULAR CASES
Ž .In the case where the h 's are identically equal to zero, the problem Pi
becomes
P minimize g x y h x for g x F 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 i m
Ž . Ž .4 Ž X.Here V defined in 3.4 coincides with 0, . . . , 0 , and hence S reduces
Ž .to the standard Slater constraint qualification S . From Theorem 3.1 we1
can state
COROLLARY 4.1. Let g, g , . . . , g be extended real-¤alued functions on X1 m
UUŽ . Ž . Ž .satisfying S , and let h: X “ R be such that h x s h x for any x1
Ž .feasible for P . Then1
Um
U U U¤ P s inf max h x y g q l g x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 i iU U ½ 5m ž /x gdom h lgRq is1
Ž . Ž .Observe that if inf g x ) 0 for some i g I , the condition Sx g X i m
Ž . Ž . Ž .holds vacuously. If P is feasible, S reduces to S .1 1
Let us now consider what occurs when the g 's are identically equal toi
zero. In such a case we get the problem of minimizing a d.c. function over
finitely many reverse convex constraints:
P minimize g x y h x for h x G 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 i m
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U Ž . Ž .Assuming that h 0 ) 0 for all i g I , the condition S reduces toi m
m
U U U  4S for each x , . . . , x g dom h _ 0 there existsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł2 1 m i
is1
U U U² :x g dom g s.t. h x y x , x - 0, ; i g I ,Ž .i i i m
and we can state
COROLLARY 4.2. Let g, h, h , . . . , h be extended real-¤alued functions1 m
Ž .with g con¤ex, h g G X , and the h 's subdifferentiable on the feasible set ofi
Ž . Ž .P . Assume that S is satisfied and that inf h - 0 for any i g I . Then2 2 X i m
m
U U U U¤ P s inf max h x q l h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 i i iU U ½mx gdom h lgRU U q 4 is1x gdom h _ 0i i
1FiFm
m
U U Uyg x q l x .Ý i i 5ž /
is1
Ž .In the case where only one reverse constant occurs in P and2
Ž .dom g s X, the condition S is automatically satisfied and we obtain2
Ž w x.compare with 4, Proposition 4.6
COROLLARY 4.3. Let g, h, h be extended real-¤alued functions on X with1
Ž . Ž .g con¤ex, dom g s X, h g G X , h subdifferentiable at each x. s.t. h x G1 1
0, and inf h - 0. ThenX 1
inf g x y h xŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .h x G01
s inf inf max hU xU q lhU xU y gU xU q l xU . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1U U U Ux gdom h x gdom h lG01 1
Ux /01
In particular, if h s 0 we obtain
inf g x s inf max lhU xU y gU l xU . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1U UŽ . x gdom h lG0h x G0 1 11 Ux /01
In view of Theorem 3.2, we also have
COROLLARY 4.4. Let g be an extended real-¤alued con¤ex function on X,
UUŽ . Ž . Ž .h: X “ R such that h x s h x for any x feasible for P , and2
Ž .h , . . . , h : X “ R subdifferentiable on the feasible set of P . Assume,1 m 2
moreo¤er, that
; xU , . . . , xU g V ,Ž .1 m
² U: U U’ x g dom g : ; i g I : y x , x q h x - 0,Ž .0 m 0 i i i
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Ž U U . Ž U .m m U Ž U . 4where V s x , . . . , x g X : F › h x / B . Then,1 m is1 i i
m
U U U U¤ P s inf max h x q l h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 i i i½U U U U mŽ . lgRx , x , . . . , x gdom h =V q1 m is1
m
U U Uyg x q l x .Ý i i 5ž /
is1
Remark 4.1. In the finite-dimensional case, when g is proper one can
modify the assumption in the second part of the statement by replacing
Ž .dom g with r.i. dom g and the strict inequalities with nonstrict ones. The
Ž .same remark holds for the condition S .2
For a single reverse convex constraint one has from Corollary 4.4
COROLLARY 4.5. Let g be an extended real-¤alued con¤ex function on X,
y1Ž .h : X “ R subdifferentiable on the set h R , and h: X “ R such that1 1 q
Ž . UU Ž . y1Ž .h x s h x for any x g h R . Assume moreo¤er that for any x* s.t.1 q
U Ž . U Ž U . Ž . Ž U .› h x* / f one has h x - d * x . Then1 1 1 dom g 1
inf g x y h xŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .h x G01
s inf inf max hU xU q lhU xU Ž . Ž .1 1U U U U Ux gdom h Ž . lgRx : › h x /B q1 1 1
ygU xU q l xU .4Ž .1
In particular, if h s 0 we obtain
inf g x s inf max lhU xU y gU xU q l xU . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1U U UŽ . Ž . lgRh x G0 x : › h x /B q1 1 1 1
5. STRICT INEQUALITIES D.C. CONSTRAINTS
Ž .Given extended real-valued functions g, h, h , g i g I , we are con-i i m
cerned with the problem
Q minimize g x y h x for g x y h x - 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i m
Ž . UU Ž . Ž .Assuming that h x s h x for all i g I and all x feasible for Q , wei i m
Ž .can prove along the same lines as in Lemma 2.1 that the feasible set of Q
can be written as follows:
LEMMA 5.1.
² U: U UF Q s x g X : g x y x , x q h x - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .D i i i i
U U U UŽ . Ž .h x yg x -0i i i i
1FiFm
; i g I .4m
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Ž . UU Ž . Ž .Assuming, moreover, that h x s h x on F Q , we get from Lem-
ma 5.1
U U ² U:¤ Q s inf inf inf h x q g x y x , x :Ž . Ž . Ž .
U U U U U Ux gdom h Ž . Ž . xgXh x yg x -0i i i i
1FiFm
² U: U Ug x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I . 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i m
Ž . Ž U U .Now observe that in the right side of 5.1 one can delete the x , . . . , x1 m
s.t.
² U: U U; x g dom g , ’ i g I : g x y x , x q h x G 0.Ž . Ž .m i i i i
Ž U U . Ž U U .In fact, for such x , . . . , x and x g dom h one has1 m
U U ² U:inf h x q g x y x , x : Ž . Ž .
xgX
² U: U Ug x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I s q‘.4Ž . Ž .i i i i m
Ž .Consequently, in the right side of 5.1 we can restrict ourselves to the
Ž U U .x , . . . , x that belong to1 m
m
U U U U 4x , . . . , x g h y g - 0 :Ž . Ł1 m i i½
is1
U U U² :’ x g dom g : g x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž .i i i i m 5
In fact, the above set coincides with
mU U UF [ x , . . . , x g X :Ž . Ž . 1 m
U U U² :’ x g dom g : g x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I .Ž . Ž . 4i i i i m
At this stage we need a general lemma:
LEMMA 5.2. Let g, g , . . . , g be extended real-¤alued con¤ex functions1 m
Ž .on a real ¤ector space X. Assume that S holds; then1
inf g x : g x - 0, ; i g I s inf g x : g x F 0, ; i g I . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i m i m
xgX xgX
5.2Ž .
X Ž X. Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us denote by a resp. b the left resp. right side of 5.2 .
X X Ž .It suffices to prove that a F b . So, let x g X be such that g x F 0,i
; i g I . Settingm
1




g x F 1 y g x q g x - 0, ; i g I ;Ž . Ž . Ž .i n i i mž /n n
therefore,
1 1
X Ua F g x F 1 y g x q g x , ;n g N . 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n ž /n n
Ž . X Ž .Now let us prove that g x G a . If g x s q‘ we are done. Assume that
XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .g x s y‘. As g x - q‘, it follows from 5.3 that a s y‘ F g x .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To conclude, assume that g x g R: if g x s y‘ then 5.3 entails
X Ž . Ž . Ž .a s y‘ F g x ; if g x g R then 5.3 entails
1 1
X Ua y g x F 1 y g x , ;n g N .Ž . Ž .ž /n n
X Ž .Passing to the limit as n “ q‘, we obtain a F g x .
As a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2, one has for g, g , . . . , g convex1 m
U U ² U:inf h x q g x y x , x : Ž . Ž .
xgX
² U: U Ug x y x , x q h x - 0, ; i g I 4Ž . Ž .i i i m
U U ² U:s inf h x q g x y x , x : Ž . Ž .
xgX
² U: U Ug x y x , x q h x F 0, ; i g I 4Ž . Ž .i i i i m
U U Ž U U .for all x g dom h , x , . . . , x g F. Applying Lemma 3.1 we obtain1 m
THEOREM 5.1. Let g, h, g , . . . , g , h , . . . , h be extended real-¤alued1 m 1 m
Ž . UU Ž . Ž . UU Ž .functions with g, g , . . . , g con¤ex, h x s h x , h x s h x for any1 m i i
Ž .x feasible for Q and any i g I . Thenm
m
U U U U¤ Q s inf inf max h x q l h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i iU U ½U U mx gdom h Ž . lgRx , . . . , x gF q1 m is1
Um m
U Uy g q l g x q l x .Ý Ýi i i i 5ž / ž /
is1 is1
Remark 5.1. The hypotheses on h, h , . . . , h in Theorem 5.1 are1 m
Ž .satisfied, of course, when these functions belong to G X .
Ž .  URemark 5.2. If there is only one d.c. constraint in Q the F s h y1
Ž .U 4 w xg q d - 0 , and we recapture Theorem 3.1 of 4 .1 dom g
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